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What is this?

Tone Check

Y’all Got Issues

The Big Party

We will play a presidential debate in the near
future. Some of us will be candidates, some of
us reporters, some of us just normal people with
questions to ask of the big shots.

Then say:

Before the first debate, figure out two important
issues that are going to be key to this debate. Use
the list of ideas on the last page to help suggest
things. Try to keep the changes to our society
modest at first, before exploding in the future.

Everybody in the Audience now casts their vote
for who wins. Moderator breaks ties.

The candidates will big make big speeches, and
snipe at each other while tackling issues like genetic selection, drones, and subliminal corporate
ads for kids.

The tone of this game is a delicate balance: we’re
going for a mix of surrealist politics, utopic visions,
and satire. Play each and every character as
sincere (or weasel-mouthed) as they deserve. If
you stop believing that your sentient toaster really
deserves rights and start cracking bread puns,
then it’ll all fall apart.

A president will be elected, and then we’ll flash
forward twenty years. We’ll do it again, and again,
and again, envisioning a weirder and wilder future,
until there’s no more Republicans and Democrats,
just robot toasters agitating for rights, while candidates debate whether blowing up the moon would
be good for the economy.

More importantly, this game depends on earnest
hope for the future. So I want everybody to close
their eyes, and think of what you might hope the
future holds. Does it mean living forever? Does it
mean uploading your brain to the internet? Is it
flying cars, or moddable bodies, talking animals,
alien contact, or never having to sleep?

How Do I Play?

(wait a few seconds)

Gather 3-10 people in a place where you can give
loud speeches and be silly for one to two hours.
Print out these rules, and a set of the role cards.
Read aloud “What Is This?” then continue on to....

Now, what are you afraid might happen? Are you
worried the world will plunge into war? That we’ll
run out of food? That people will just only interact
with their phones and never talk? Take a few
moments, and think about what you might dread
about the future.

Safety First

(wait a few seconds)

The door is always open in this game. You’re here
to have fun, and to help other people have fun. If at
any point you’re not having fun, feel free to leave.
You don’t need to explain why, and you can come
back or not, your call. No one will judge you for it.

Now think for a moment of all the political debates
you’ve watched, all the speeches you heard.
Imagine that thrilling technology, those scary new
vistas, and think of it being processed down into
15-second soundbites, into focus groups, into
pre-rehearsed zingers.

Similarly, politicans say stupid things sometimes.
If what somebody’s saying is awkward or offensive, don’t let this ruin the game. If somebody
says “Rubbish!” then change what you’re speaking
about, instantly. If somebody says “Cut!” then we
all stop playing and take a breather.

(wait a few seconds)
Now open your eyes, and let’s get ready for our
first debate, ten years into the future.

Make it clear that anybody can veto any issue.
When you have two issues that people are excited
about, talk about them for a minute (but only
a minute, keep it moving). If it’s new technology, what does it look like? If it’s changes in how
society works, who likes this change, who’s afraid
of it?

The winner gives her victory speech, and lays out
what they’re going to do about those two issues
once in office.

The Next Morning
Everybody else now creates one scene that takes
place during that president’s term, addressing one
of those policies and some complications.

Examples:
When you’ve got the barest of grasps on the
issues and facts at hand, just like all the politicians,
•
A news reporter reporting on the unexpected
you’re ready to start.
consequences of one of the policies. Go to a
live interview with somebody affected.

Let’s Get Ready To...

•

Everybody should pick roles now. If this is the
first debate, you should be the Moderator. There
should be at least two Candidates, and a Moderator, but beyond that, it’s up to you.
The Moderator’s card gives all the instructions on
how to start. If people not involved in the game
walk up, or seem curious, let them join the fun!
Give them a “What’s This?” card, and then one of
the unused Audience cards.
As the Moderator, pay attention to making sure
everybody gets time to shine, and most of all, keep
things moving.
Once things are winding down, the Moderator
calls for closing statements, and you’re done.

The other policy passes, but only after some
compromises. Report on what those compromises are. Interview the President and the
opposition.

A Bright Tomorrow
Move the game 10-50 years into the future.
Whoever was President probably isn’t going to be
running this time, unless they’ve instituted a dictatorship, or it’s their cloned descendant, or unless
they were a robot all along, which when you add
all of those odds together, is pretty likely.
Come up with new issues, build off what’s already
happened, and go for another debate.
After you’ve done a few of these, see if the game’s
done. If you’re out of steam or want to end on a
high note or you just got places to be, then end it
right there. Congratulations! You’re experts on the
future. May your consulting fees be ever large.
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If I Were President - the future
tracking chips for kids
corporate-run kindergarten
“designer” babies
debt reformation camps
AI Doctors in hospitals
legalizing all drugs
brain-based internet jacks
replacing literature with programming
eradicating the “dark” internet
national internet identities
self-driving cars
banning moon tourism
One dollar, One Vote
Law ENFORCEMENT ROBOTS

moon colonies
rights for speech-enabled pets
cloning technology
neocorp cities
animal splicing
memory transplants
independence for mars colony
marriage for robot surrogates
replacement of english with eVU
(enhanced vocal utterances)
retirement at age 30
responding to first alien contact
reconstituting antarctica with
synthetic ice
what to do about that asteroid?

colonization to alpha centauri
forced immortality treatments
anti-violence behavior chips
hiveminds
one world government
mandatory population growth
banning of ‘pleasure’ for greater
productivity
lifting the ban on self-replicating nanotech
rights for all electrical appliances
quick-switch identities
research into time-travel for
saving extinct species
the two hour work-week

What’s Going On Here?

AUDIENCE - THE SToryTELLER

AUDIENCE - THe TRAGIC

AUDIENCE - THE NORMAL

This Is a Presidential Debate
...IN THE FUTURE.
Your Opinion Matters!
You Too Can make your voice heard
Ground Rules:
Clap/Cheer/Hiss, but Don’t Interrupt
Others.
Wait For THE Moderator to Call On You
If Somebody says “RuBBISH”, that means
change Topics, Immediately.
if somebody says “CUT”, stop playing
Try And stick to the “Issues”
Don’t Be a Jerk.

You are:
• Somebody With A Story
• That STORY’s Very IMPORTANT TO YOU
• THAT STORY HAS TO DEAL WITH ONE Of
THE ISSUES, and WHAT’s WRONG WITH
THIS COUNTRY
• THAT STORY’s NOT GOING TO BE RUSHED
• DIRECT THE STORY TO A CANDIDATE IN
PARTICULAR, But Don’t ASK A QUESTION UNLESS YOu’re FORCED TO
• Make The Moderator and Candidates
Mildly ANNOYED, But DON’t DERAIL THE
GAMe

You are:
• SOMEBODY WHO TRAVELLED FAR TO BE
HERE
• GOING TO bE HEARD
• someone with a TERRIBLE THING that
HAPPENed TO YOU OR SOMEONE YOU
LOVEd BECAUSE OF ONE OF THE ISSUES
• demanding that this not happen
again
• sure that PROMISES ARE the only
thing that counts
• someone who wants respect and
diginty

You are:
• JUST A NORMAL PERSON/ROBOT/SENTIeNT NANOMASS
• someone with normal problems
• someone who’s going to vote for
people who are going to help you
• just going to let them know your
deal, ask a question about how
they’re going to help you
• not going to let them go back on big
ideas, on campaign platitudes.

What’s Going On Here?

AUDIENCE - THe GOTCHA

Audience - JUST HAPPY TO BE HERE

AUDIENCE - THE Simple

This Is a Presidential Debate
...IN THE FUTURE.
Your Opinion Matters! You Too Can Make
your voice heard
Ground Rules:
Clap/Cheer/Hiss, but Don’t Interrupt
Others.
Wait For THE Moderator to call On You
If Somebody says “RuBBISH”, that means
change Topics, Immediately.
if somebody says “CUT”, stop playing
Try And stick to the “Issues”
Don’t Be a Jerk.

You are:
• CLever, Oh So SO Clever
• CYNICAL, OH SO CYNICAL
• Got A really SImple Question for
One of the CandiDates ON ONE OF THE
ISSUES
• But When They Answer IT, THey
ClearLY HAVEN’t Thought Of YOUR
FOLLOWUP!
• Are you smarter because of your
degrees? Or Maybe IT’s Because
You’ve Got WiSDOM THESE Stuffed
Suits Can’t MATCH

You are:
• EXCITED
• REALLY EXCITED
• someone who MAAYBE HAs A CRUSH
ON ONE OF THE CANDIDATES
• GOING TO BE ON TV!!!111!!
• OH GOD YOU HAD A REALLY GOOD QUESTION WHAT WAS IT WHAT WAS IT THIS IS
SO EMBARRASSING I’M ON TV AND NOW
I’m JUST GOING TO DISAPPEAR FOREVER
• going to MAYBE JUST ASK SOMETHING
REALLY PERSONAL <3

You are:
• SOMEBODY WHO Knows things are
simple and straightforward
• going to vote for the candidate
who knows how to get stuff done
• the kind of person who lets people
know how salt of the earth you are
• sure that there oughta be simple
answers to the big problems in the
world.

AUDIENCE - THe IDEALISTIC

Candidate - The INCUMBENT

Candidate - The Smiler

Candidate - The Rebel

You are:
• a believer in the future
• someone who wants it faster
• worried that politicians are going
to get in the way
• maybe someone who just wants the
politicians to prove they’re cool
and down with it
• Maybe someone who wants to let
the people in charge know that the
revolution is coming, and the old
folks are first against the wall

You are:
• IN CHARGE
• are the only one with the experience
necessary to make things happening
• ready to pin the blame on others
• GOING TO FIX ANYTHING BAD THAT’s
HAPPENING
• vicious when corned
• so kind as to let these other, lesser
politicians share the stage with
you

You are:
• leading in all the polls
• someone who knows exactly how to
kiss a baby.
• really well prepared for this
debate, because you’ve been training twelve hours a day for the last
week
• certain that this is your time
• someone who never lets that smile
crack, no matter the situation
• a cipher as far as what you’d
actually do when in office

You are:
• someone who wants to bring the
whole system down
• someone who sees all the corruption in washington
• someone who is an inspiring speaker, photogenic, and with a devoted
following
• aiming to take down the other
candidates and make them look
embarased at all costs
• maybe just riding the fame and
attention of this doomed campaign

Moderator - The Dignified

MODERATOR - THE FRESH TALENT

Candidate - The BUSINESSMAN

Candidate - The Fringe

You are Trying to Make this fair, respectful, DIGNIFIED, AND EDUCATIONAL.
You have an impossible job.
Schedule: Opening Statements, Call ON
AUDIENCE MEMBERS to ASK QUESTIONS,
CLOSING STATEMENTS
ASK your own questions if the audience
IS LAGGING.
Keep things brisk, and fun
MOVE ON FROM ICKY TOPICS QUICKLY.
give out “WHAT’S GOING ON HERE?” cards
to people WHO WANDER BY.

You DON’t REALLY KNOW MUCH ABOUT POLITICS, but THAT’s WHAT MAKES YOU GREAT.
YOUr JOB IS To LOOK GREAT AND BE COOl
Schedule: Opening Statements, Call ON
AUDIENCE MEMBERS to ASK QUESTIONS,
CLOSING STATEMENTS
ASK your own questions if the audience
IS LAGGING.
Keep things brisk, and fun
MOVE ON FROM ICKY TOPICS QUICKLY.
give out “WHAT’S GOING ON HERE?” cards
to people WHO WANDER BY.

You are:
• rich
• multiple swimming pools full of
money rich
• but from humble origins where you
had a (somewhat) lower number of
swimming pools
• and obviously, that means you’re
ideally qualified to run the country
• totally going to help everybody
else become rich and prosperous
• going to keep a straight face when
you say that.

You are:
• someone who’s figured it out
• it’s really simple: everything would
work out if we just did...
• someone with lots of quaint and
made-up phrases for what the
problems are with the government
• sure that it’s the media and the
government and everybody out to
get to you
• just waiting for utopia
it’s coming
it’s coming for you

